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SUMMARY: The objective of this work is to show the present state of  education as far 

as collection development, in the new technological environment in which we are 

immersed, besides of informig about  the results of a study carried out in the 

international scope of faculties and departments of Library and Information Science 

(LIS) through their Web pages, by means of the revision as much of the courses that 

contemplate the education of collection development  , as of the specific syllabus. The 

results of the study indicate that, at the present time,  the English-speaking countries 

are those that offer specialized courses developing  collection and those that have their 

education integrated in the syllabus. In most of cases, education one takes place within 

the second cycle and with prerequirements for inscription. On the contrary, mainly in 

many Schools and Faculties of Europe, Latin America, Asia and Africa, the index of 

specific courses on collection development  is very low. Another new field that also is 

approached in this work is education of virtual library providing data of the proposed 

courses in the universities visited, since, in their contents it always appears collection 

development.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

          The syllabus of Library and Information Science (LIS) is the governing 

programme of education of the professional future of information; it is not only about the 

type of subjets that are supplied, but also the profiles and the conceptual and thematic 

content of these. Consequently, questions on the design of syllabus, are vital and very 

significant not only for the pupils of Library studies but also for all professions related to 

these studies. When teachers of LIS together with  librarians and documentalistas 

gather at conferences, one-day conference, congresses or we create multimedia debate 

groups, one of the main subjects of discussion is the specific ideal content of subjets or 

courses. We regret so much of which "we lost ourselves" during our stage as student in 

Library Schools, as of the "gaps" of knowledge, as much in the theoretical plane as in 

the practical one, that we observe in the new graduates, being as one from the gaps 

more suggested the referred one to collection development.  

 

          As much experienced librarians as library teachers know that libraries differ from 

many important aspects, and that the best collections can be grown dark by out of 

phase, partial, poor cataloguing and inaccessible for users, or by the existence of 

personnel of indifferent reference or non-skilled, or because the possession of library 

collections is every day less important, since the facility of access to remote data bases 

and other collections offers an important advantage to  libraries that sufficiently 

"prepared" to use them. In one first definition and following the guidelines that Mosher 

offers (1980):540,  collection development is an activity of the librarian that consists of " 

collection planning  ,  materials selection,  games allocation by materials, agreements 

elaboration of acquisition plans, collections revision (for the purge, the storage and the 

preservation of materials), collection evaluation as a basic instrument of collection 

management ". For many users, collection and library are the same thing, and some are 

the sufficiently timid thing as not asking for information  to librarians on the services of a 

library, or they do not feel absolutely satisfied with the catalogues recovery and indices 

in order  to make use of them, but nevertheless they approach without fear to own 

documents, main reason for which they go to the library. When  users even feel with 

sufficient freedom for requesting aid and consulting confidentially on the bibliographical 

instruments, their main target almost always is to obtain some material from the library 

or a part of collection that  librarians have acquired for their use. 
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        Any universal agreement does not exist on what collection development  would 

have to know  librarians; where they can find  the information on collection development 

; how they can be better trained  on this specific field; nor how librarians must act once 

they have been employed to work in collection  development  in a library. For Hannaford 

(1980):579,  collection development is the "moulding  of a collection for an intention 

adapted to a group of users (...)  collection development  is the development of the best 

possible collection, certain conditionings given. These conditionings differ enough, 

obviously, among  different libraries ". Although collection development is something 

more,  libraries users, every time in greater measurement, approached them to find 

information and, in most of the cases, with the hope of getting what they look for. 

Librarians responsible for collection development , will have to make many decisions on 

the information resources so that users have access through remote collections.  

 

          In the last decades, collection development has become more complex and 

challenging, Osburn (1990):73, describes collection development as "fundamental for  

library activities and necessary in  libraries relations ", he indicates that, " success in the 

future will depend on the capacity of  librarians to assume their role of information and 

service managering . The own librarians in charge of collection  development , have to 

lead this change towards the adoption of a new role and development of new functions, 

since their processes are internally fundamental and externally necessary ".  

          Collection development  has been defined and redefined widely throughout the 

last 25 years, agreeing with professional Literature in which this term includes  functions 

of selection and not-selection of materials for  acquisition and purge, bibliography and 

evaluation of collection. In addition, Johnson said (1994):122, "the creation and 

application of policies, the related decision making direct or indirectly with collection, 

use  evaluation,  management of shared resources, cooperation, programme evaluation 

and fiscal management,  all  are being habitually considered, at the present time , as 

responsibilities of collection development .  

          For Buckland (1989):217 libraries interrelate with ideas and  knowledge that are 

intangible, but they do  it by being based on very ample amounts of tangible physical 

objects, adapted texts, images and other potentially informative data types. This author 

thinks that  library collections play three roles: the role of archive , to preserve for the 

future; the role of organization , to make the material physically available; and the role 
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bibliographical , the way to identify the materials. Therefore, collection development is 

made up of a series of decisions related to location,  acquisition,  storage, duplication, 

policies of loans and  transfer. Of these, they are four  that are included among 

decisions on selection, although, actually and in Literature, the emphasis has been 

concentrated widely in an only decision: selection for acquisition. The great contribution 

of Buckland to the theory of collection development is the reflection on the importance, 

every greater time, of the access in comparison with the property. The increase of the 

remotely accessible materials causes that possession is less important than access, 

and it has important consequences for the three functions of collections and it indicates 

a change of interests in their development: the “local” means, in the sense that reader 

and the way of  storage have to be in the same place and, the non-local means, that 

can be recovered from a remote place. 

 

          White (1995) thinks, that both more important factors that  determine the quality 

of a library collection  are budget and dedication, that is incuantificable (p.3). He 

proposes a methodology to determine collection  development. It is based ,in all type of 

libraries, on the use of a new questionnaire (test), relatively brief, that assigns libraries a 

score to reason of the extension of the collection in each thematic area. Two of the 

conceptual contributions of this author to the theory of collection development  are that 

collection development   "is a multidimensional knowledge by nature" (p. 139) and that 

library collection development  has a "cumulative character", in which "the ability to 

reach a certain level makes possible the ability to reach all the inferior levels to this one" 

(p. 11).  

          To raise  collections development  to us as one of the professional activities that 

needs an interdisciplinar qualification because of  the implication that it has in many of 

the processes that are made in libraries and information units, takes us to reflect on the 

changing situation that is being observed in the professional field from the perspective 

of electronic resources and new access to information. Some authors and institutions 

that try to predict the tendencies of the future in  libraries support with force the 

fundamental role of librarians in this new environment, this  is the case of the  

Association of Library Collections & Technical Services (ALA)1; (Moya Anegón 

1996);(Anglada i Ferrer 1999); ;(Johnson  1996);(Lancaster 1982); (Buckland 1995), 

among others. To these challenges it is necessary to add to the analysis and the 

evaluation of the changes occured in the world of publications and  information.  
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          In order to respond professionally to these changes, librarians in charge as much 

of acquisitions as of collection development, need a specialized training that takes them 

to have more initiatives and to assume risks, in spite of the fear for immediacy or 

dramatic  changes in the publications accessibility  and  information; there is no doubt 

that new electronic publishings, the present strategy of document recovery and other 

forms of access, will become a more and more important part of the task of the 

information professionals . It is by all this, that in this work I try to explain these changes 

in collections development  and the necessity that they are valued and are included as 

specific and integrating training  in the syllabus of LIS.  

          In the last decades, several  works  have been made on the collection 

Development and its relation to  education within the framework of the studies of LIS 

and in non-regulated teaching; from these studies it is necessary to emphasize the one 

of (Krzys 1987), the one of Margaret (Stieg 1992) the one of (Metz 1994) and the one of 

(Nisonger 1994), these studies are registered within the framework of which we could 

denominate a new compared Library and Information Science. 

 

STUDY OBJECTIVES  

The present study has three clearly delimited objectives:  

 

1. To state by means of observation and  comparison, the presence of collection 

education  development in the syllabus of  Library and Information Science  

centers and in the syllabuses  of Universities of different countries.  

 

2. To recognize that context and field of work of Library and Information Science 

are being transformed due to technological changes produced into the 

environment.  

 

3. To make a proposal of design of profiles and contents of the areas and matters 

that help education for the collection development , from an interdisciplinar and 

integrating perspective. 

________________________________ 
1
 Please see URL: http://www.ala.org/alcts/publications/educ/edpolicy.html (12-99)  
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METHODOLOGY 

 

          In order to evaluate the presence of collection development in the studies of LIS 

in different countries of the world, we have examined so much the content of the 

present syllabus, as the relative one to the postgraduate courses on collection 

development  , and in some cases we have consulted in the automated catalogue 

(OPAC) the existing bibliography, obtained as an answer to the searching by subject 

matters using the key word "collection development". The questions that have centered 

our investigation are the following ones:  

 

1. What universities, Faculties and Departments, are offering education on 

collection development ?  

2. What level  these studies of Doctorate, Undergraduate has ? 

3. What recognition these courses in credits has?  

4. Which are the main contents in the courses that are supplied?  

5. What do other courses supply among their contents collection development ?  

 

Investigation Stages : 

 

A) Location of LIS centers  of universities in the Web resources page : "LIS Studies 
- Libraryschools, universities and departments2", in which there are located 221 
Web sites aimed to schools, faculties and departments of LIS of countries from 
Africa, Europe, Asia, America and the Australian Continent; and, 7 Web sites  of 
indices on the same subject.  

 
B) Identification of masters and postgraduate degree studies related to some of the 

aspects of collection Development of  acquisitions, selection, evaluation and 
collection management  , electronic resources and virtual library in the 
referenced universities.  

 
C) Selection of a representative sample, from these universities and programmes, 

that responded to criteria of relevance and recognition in the syllabus.  
 

D) Election and elaboration of the instruments of collection of data. Our option in this 
case has been the elaboration of several tables and their filling in with data 
collected directly from the Web pages of the universities visited through 
INTERNET to facilitate the vision of the results. 
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CURRENT ENVIRONMENT OF THE PROFESSION AND  

PEDAGOGICAL IMPLICATIONS 

 

          For a long time, the technological change has been responsible for the main 

modifications introduced in the syllabus of LIS. New information and communication 

technologies  have intensified access to  information, have changed the concept of  

publishing house and of publisher and they have obtained "remote" users belonging to 

or not to the university campus, the library of the district, or to the scholastic center. The 

increasing use of collections, new information carryings  and electronic access are 

originating the beginning of a new model, the one of virtual4 library, model that is 

producing very significant changes to a much more fast rate than any other process 

previously experienced (Spink and Cool 1999).  Virtual libraries are emerging as an 

important area of investigation and education for Librarianship, Computer science and 

other disciplines, proof of the might of this new library model is the sprouting of diverse 

types of projects of virtual libraries anywhere in the world, specially in the United States. 

          The main impetus for  development of academic projects of virtual libraries has 

been the concession on the part of United States National Science Foundation (NSF) of 

more than 90 million dollars in investigation budgets, (NSF Digital Libraries Initiative I, 

1994). During the first stage of the financing, NSF, DARPA and NASA, sponsored 24 

million dollars for the accomplishment of digital libraries projects  in six Universities (the 

University of Illinois, the one of Michigan, the Carnegie Mellon, the one of Santa 

Barbara, the one of Stanford and the University of Berkeley in California) and to develop 

and to investigate tests of virtual libraries; At the moment similar projects are also being 

carried out, in Europe and Australia.  

 

_____________________ 

2 The access to the different Web pg. was made during the months of October, November and December 1999:        
URL:http://www.db.dk/DBi/internet/schools.htm  [acceso 2000] 
3   It has  to be observed that the study of the Web pages can not reveal all  courses of collection development 
supplied at the present time by the LIS faculties, but an approximate enough general vision of the present state of 
education can be obtained on collection development in the LIS faculties in the international panorama.  
4  Virtual library it is also known as electronic and digital one , we have not found unamimity in the term, so we will 
use the term virtual library mentioned by Moya Anegón in his article The quality of  services in the information society 
and the training of the future professionals, with the exception of names of projects or courses. 
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          A second group of projects of virtual libraries is mainly in charge of development 

projects to create digitized collections, instead of investigation projects. Some projects 

are directed by librarians of outstanding public and university libraries as they are: the 

project of American Memory of the Library of the Congress; the Initiative of Western 

Digital Libraries (WDLI) and the project of virtual libraries for Asia and the Australian 

Continent coordinated by Ciolek from Australia "Asia Pacific Research Online 

consultants in: networked knowledge management, in methods of high quality electronic 

publishing, and in Internet resources development and analysis"5. Others, nevertheless, 

are coordinated by the Digital Library Federation (DLF), that exists under the 

organization of the Department on Resources Librarians and Informacion (CLIR). The 

Federation includes 20 university libraries of investigation, the  Library of the Congress, 

the National Archives and the Audio-visual Document Administration, the Public Library 

of New York, and the Commission on Preservation and Access, that participate in a 

variety of projects and other designed initiatives to develop capacities of the digital 

libraries. There are in addition numerous investigations that are being developed by 

societies, publishers and other varied organizations to create digital materials and to 

make them available online for example, the Association of Digital Libraries for 

Computerization (ACM), the Directory of Elsevier Sciences for present scientific 

Literature and JSTOR for old magazines. At the same time, it has appeared a great 

amount of publications related to digital libraries, including the publication D-Lib 

Magazine of the CNRI6; the magazines that publish the investigation on digital7  

libraries;  IFLA informs as much on publications as of the resources and existing 

projects (DIGITAL LIBRARIES: Resources and Projects)8.  

 

          The increasing demand of virtual librarians and libraries, can guarantee 

reconstruction of the LIS syllabus in which subject matters like  collections development 

and remote access together with digital information will have to be included. Some 

universities have reorganized the existing Library faculties to equip with the necessary 

importance the digital information services and services of electronic resources online, 

two remarkable examples are in Berkeley and Michigan. The summer school of TICER 

in the University Tilburg of Holland and some of the programmes of the OCLC and ALA 

that try to update the knowledge of experienced librarians, as the one supplied by the 

ALA through the Association for library collections and technical services (ALCTS): 
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Syllabus9 for acquisitions, includes standards of communication (access and use), 

electronic resources and collection development .  

 

          The new library model buckets deep changes in the conception of general library 

that takes shape in the proposal of  Virtual Library, as "a library that provides access to 

electronic equipments and forms from many local and remote sources" Lancaster 

(1994):219. This new model of library, contains some characteristics that implies a 

change in the structure and the nature of  library. The policentrism of the information 

centres, the reticular structure of  VL, the replacing together with speed and 

simultaneousness of the information transmission are some notes that define the 

dimension of this new model. No longer we are then, before the traditional library that 

uses archaic models, mechanist and taxonomists of organization and accumulation of  

information, but before a virtual system that imitates  the nature in the isomorphism of 

its structure with respect to intelligence structure and human brain by means of 

technologies derived from artificial intelligence and expert systems. 

   What is going to be the future for librarians regarding collections developing? This is, 

perhaps, the most important question for all those that have chosen this university 

career, Lancaster (1994):215, is focused on  this subject in a study that analyzes the 

points of view of some authors. Among the significant tendencies  indicated we consider 

, "that the catalogues have become doors to reach resources beyond the walls of the 

own libraries, and the speed of collections  development is increasing without signals of 

coming back in the future. Library must also continue being the leader, in the explotation 

of information resources in electronic format, recognizing problems at the same time.  

Electronic resources display problems, problems to integrate them with more traditional 

formats, money problems  of acquisitions in comparison with shared access, and critical 

__________ 

 
5  To consult the project please see  URL: http://www.ciolek.com/ (12-99)  
6 The Corporation National Research Initiatives. The publication D-Lib Magazine (Digital Library Magazine) can be 
consulted 
in URL: http://www.dlib.org   (12-99)  
7  Access to the electronic Digital Libraries list in URL: http://www.scils.rutgers.edu/special/tefko/610594c.html (12-
99)  
8  IFLA has dedicated a section to Digital library: projects and electronic resources in URL: 
http://www.ifla.org/II/diglib.htm (12-99) 
9 Courses supplied as at distance as through international universities with great variety of contents URL: 
http://www.ala.org/alcts/publications/educ/acquisitions.html  (23-12-99) 
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problems of the boundary of which really  means " collection development " in electronic 

environment . Thus we can conclude that the role of collection development  in relation 

to the electronic distribution of the intelligence sources, can little differ from the world of 

the printed document, nevertheless, we can observe, that future is less clear with all 

processes related to remote resources.        

          This takes us to reflect, at least, on the necessity of one better training and 

promotion. It is certain well that in some countries more than in others, of the new 

professional and concretely of the personnel in charge of collection development  . In 

the present time, librarians as well as professionals of the information, not only must 

know traditional sources of revision and selection, but  also they have to be conscious, 

and to be familiarized with a multitude of electronic sources of revision, selection and 

recovery, giving greater importance to  computer networks and the use of protocols of 

search. Personnel in charge of collection development   , must have not only the 

capacity to select and to manage the resources for development acquired by the own 

institution, but  also has to have the capacity to take decisions substantiated on which 

they can offer through the document recovery by electronic access and how to finance 

these new resources with little, or none, extra spending power, perhaps even, with less 

spending power than in previous years. Also, he must know the rights of authors and 

intellectual property, as well as the way in which their users use the resources in a more 

technological environment. 

 

ACCESS AS OPPOSED TO PROPERTY  
 

          For many years,  libraries collections, mainly university ones, were centered, 

specially, in monographs and magazines, governmental publications, microforms and in 

other audio-visual materials, that is to say, physical resources. Frequently,  resources 

were divided, according to formats and uses, in collections of loan, special, reference, 

reserve, humanities, social sciences, scientific-technological, governmental 

publications, multimedia resources, etc. Formats of current collections have been 

diversified, paying more attention to the electronic access and the information retrieval 

non-considered within the physical resources. Atkinson (1993):201 exposes that, "The 

cost every greater time of scientific-technological magazines has seriously affected the 

ability of university libraries to stay within their budgets and to maintain the balance of 

collections. This way, to the necessity to acquire the own services of  libraries , the 
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necessity  of  adaptation is added to new information technologies. Nevertheless, all it 

confronts without a suitable budgetary support, which restricts still more the already 

limited resources ".  

          Cochrane (1990):426, comments that, "the monographic standard materials will 

continue being published in the advisable librario traditional format, but it is possible that 

the smallest documents and the scientific texts remain in electronic data bases, printing, 

according to demand, any copy. Magazines are quickly changing their printed format for  

the electronic format (or access). In the meantime,  indexation services  and summaries 

have assumed an importance even greater, since, at the present time, they represent 

the direct way of the electronic access to articles from magazines ".  

          Schenck (1990):330, debates the increasing consolidation of publications, 

considering that "2% of American editorials are responsible for 75% of the published 

titles and 30% of 99% of all published books". Also will these data with editorials of 

electronic equipment be certain?, it still continuous  uncertainty. Some people  predict 

that, in Science and Technology, the present publishers of printed material will also be 

added to the market of electronic publishings and its electronic access.  

          Holleman (1996):51, exposes that there is  a conflict among professionals in the 

access / property dichotomy  , since it is not a well defined dichotomy. In the first place,  

acquisition is an access form, and there are different types of access. Thomas 

Shaughnessy distinguishes among legal access, bibliographical access, physical 

access, mediate or non-mediate access, opportune or inopportune access, potential or 

present access, and expensive or non-expensive access Shaughnessy (1991):4, but 

not even the distinctions between access and property, thinking about  acquisition as 

the fastest form of access and the non-acquisition as the less expensive form of access, 

are appropiated generalizations. Although, normally,  acquisition can be the fastest form 

of access, frequently is easier to obtain a book through an interlibrarian loan instead of  

looking for a non-available book in its bookcase. Many users consider more quickly and 

convenient to directly ask for any article from a magazine to a commercial 

representative through their computer instead of going to the library and to look for it. 

Following the same argumentation,  access without  acquisition is, frequently, much 

more expensive that the simple acquisition. For example, a study that compares the 

costs of interlibrarians loans with the ones of the subscriptions to periodic publications in 

the SUNY-Albany University discovered that 88% of their periodic publications were 

less expensive to acquire than to render (Gossen and Irving Suzanne 1995).  
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          Although we cannot predict future, we can assure that economy is sustained and 

will sustain in the information and the technology, since it is impossible to think that 

within 10 years a less important role is granted  to technological products in the 

transmission of information and knowledge . On the other hand, the electronic panacea 

of free access to all type of information for all  individuals is also little probable. We must 

work better with our resources to observe seriously how we can improve  libraries with 

electronic means and how we can improve with printed forms: new challenge for 

collectiondevelopment   to the searching of  balance between electronic access and  

acquisitions. Last norms of the ALA for university Libraries (Colleges) (American Library 

Association 1995) state: " Library collections  will contain all  types of registered 

information, including printed materials of all  formats, audio-visual materials, visual 

material, materials used with computers, graphs and  three-dimensional materials and 

ways to access the electronic information”. 

 

RESULTS 
 

          In the first place and in order to have an approach to the international panorama 

of the studies of Library and Information Science, according to data analyzed in this 

study, 221 web sites provided to centers by  the Royal School and the Library and 

Information Science (LIS), we have distributed percentage, in the first place, its 

presence by continents and countries, and secondly by countries with respect to its 

continent Table 1.  

          The data that we have compiled Table 2, correspond to 38 university centers of 

among those which supplied courses on development of collection or similars, though 

the study has been made on the 221 web sites provided to centers by  the Royal School 

and the Library and Information Science (LIS) Danesa10. The selection has been made 

by relevance of the institution in the area and by the centers of more recent creation. 

Most of the data come from consultation to the programmes and courses supplied by 

these institutions and obtained through the analysis of their Web pages. 

_______________________ 
 
10   There are web sites that at the moment of connecting were not available, and after a second attempt they were 
left , this mainly has happened in Web pg. of some Latin American countries, African from eastern Europe and Asia. 
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Web Pages Analysis  

 

          At a first moment, we came to the identification of Departments, Schools and 

Faculties of Library and Information Science, being a different total of 76% and other 

departments or centers (applied Sciences and Technology, Computation Sciences, 

Communication, Paleography, Education Sciences, Philosophy) but that offer library 

studies being a 29%. (As peculiar data we find in Australia a case in which these 

studies were supplied in a Faculty of agricultural studies).  

 

          And secondly, the most laborious it has been to locate the courses of collection 

development and related subject matters that were supplied, it is important to mention 

that the pages which did not offer the possibility of consultation in English, we have not 

been able to analyze them, thus is the case of some Web pg. of the north, centre and 

east of Europe (Finland, Iceland, Germany, Austria, Poland, Czech Republic, Croatia, 

etc.). In other countries as Japan though they were accessible and the possibility of 

consultation in English exists, we did not find in no case sign of these contents. In these 

cases we have consulted catalogues, whenever it has been possible, to verify if they 

had bibliography related to the subject, and in 60% of the consulted cases they had 

some specific bibliography on the subject  "collection development".  

 

International Distribution  of the subject 

 

          The data relative to the distribution of the studies of collection development  by 

countries in the sample of the thirty-eight institutions, are showed in Table 3, it is 

necessary to indicate that 26 universities are located outside the United States and 

Canada, 15 in Europe, 4 in Asia and the Australian Continent, 1 in Africa, and 6 in Latin 

America. The matter, object of this investigation " Collection Development " (Collection 

Development) together with courses on "Digital Libraries", is clearly receiving attention 

on international scale in a 45.4% of the cases of which we have to emphasize the case 

of the U.S.A. with 24%; United Kingdom, Australia and Brazil with 2,7%; Finland, 

France, Canada and Singapur with 1,8%; and with 0.9 Puerto Rico, Spain, Italy, 
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Denmark, South Africa and Costa Rica. The distribution by countries of courses whose 

content is directly related (Analysis and training of the users community; Planning; 

Policies of collection development; The acquisition, the publication and the suppliers; 

The selection and the instruments of selection; The intellectual freedom and the 

censorship; The purge; collection evaluation, access and availability; Technology of the 

information, electronic resources) receive an attention of 54.6% of the total of the cases. 

In table 3 we can observe that the U.S.A. excels again with a 14.8%, followed of Spain 

with 9.2% United Kingdom with 5.5%, in this case (UK) does not appear any course  

denominated "Collection Development", and however there is a high number of related 

courses, it is necessary to comment that this case is exceptional since in the analysis 

with detail of their programmes it is verifiable that the subject "collection development" is 

sufficiently recognized in the programmes, as well as in the amount of bibliography 

located in their catalogues.  

 

Education Level  

 

          Teaching of collection development , is being supplied mainly at Undergraduate 

level (27), Masters (27) and Doctorate (9). They are only 8 of the interviewed institutions 

that offer courses related to collection development at Undergraduate level (three year 

programme). When we talk about specific courses (subjects) recognition in credits 

oscillates between 3 minimum and 16 the maximum, though the most common rate is 6 

and 8 credits. 

 

Courses Content (Table 4)  

 

          From all courses located in these 38 universities, 25 courses are specific on 

collection development, 19 relative to collection Management, though in the contents we 

observe that they include  collection development, 4 deal with acquisitions and 

collection development, 24 specifically deal with Digital Libraries, 9 scholastic libraries, 

university libraries, and public, though among their contents is collection development, 7 

are of evaluation and study of users, 5 are of electronic resources management , 2 of 

Librarianship, and 4 of information access, preservation and purge.  
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          The types of courses supplied on " Virtual Libraries", at  postgraduate level , also 

varied. When  content of these courses is examined, it is discovered  an insistence on 

subjects related to  system development and digital collection development . We are 

paying less attention to the study of users and the utility of this new type of library. The 

importance of an "emergent digital libraryship" can be observed. An examination of the 

descriptions of the courses available reveals an outstanding preoccupation for both a 

theoretical and a practical  training ,in the use of instruments and specific techniques, in 

the construction of digital collections. Some courses of the digital libraries also include 

the virtual words, electronic or Internet in their titles. Nevertheless, "Digital Libraries"  

seems to be the most popular title. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

          From a chronological perspective the introduction of collection Development  in 

the LIS syllabus has evolved in a significant way in universities of English-speaking  

countries , we cannot say that it is equipable with the European countries,  Latin 

America, Africa and Asia, these institutions are not to  the deficit that such deficiency 

supposes, and therefore they are conscious of the necessity to cover these 

emptinesses, good proof of this can be  postgraduate courses (master and doctorate) 

that contemplate these contents, among their educative supplies; therefore, one of the 

first conclusions that are deduced of the present study is the necessity of a deep and 

urgent reframing of education in  schools and faculties of Library and Information 

Science.  

 

In what sense this reframing must go?  

 

          In the first place, instead of continuing with the traditional approach divided in two 

fundamental areas, technical services and public services, it would be due to assume 

the recommendations of (the ALA.Subcommittee on for Guide Training Collection 

Development Librarians, American Library Association. Staffing and Organization of 

Collection Development/Evaluation Committee, and for Association Library Collections 

& Technical Services. Administration of Collection Development Committee. 1996) 

which they advise to the organizations and their professionals to  use  collection 
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management as a bridge to settle down an integrating approach with the new resources 

of the environment . Secondly, the LIS  professional, will have to direct more his training 

towards the scope of the decisions systems  and information selection than towards the 

one of the backing management, this will entail a strong interdisciplinal training  and a 

special skill and knowledge in the handling of the possibilities of the environment and 

the techno-electronic tools. Thirdly,  training in these matters, considering the present 

state of  collection development and of digital libraries, it would need to exceed the 

simple supply of one or two courses and to orient itself towards the elaboration of an 

interdisciplinal and  integrating study planning and among traditional environment, or 

printed, and the emergent one, or techno-electronic, which it would have to include:  

Library and Information Science, Information and Communication Technology , Statistic, 

Sociology and Psychology.  

 

Profiles and Contents 

 

          Many academic programmes of the reviewed ones in this work, require a course 

of initiation on statistic and collection management  as pre-requirement for admission. 

We could conclude that academic programmes, frequently hope that students do 

statistical analyses as part of their investigation projects , and that together with the 

analysis of the functions of librarians in charge of collection  development , it takes us to 

think that the new professional of the information needs statistical knowledge in his 

university studies.  

 

          A course on collection development  would have to relate the basic concepts and 

techniques of the statistical analysis, to the data with which librarians in charge of 

collection development work, therefore students would have to develop summaries 

methods and presentation of statistical data. They also would have to know the normal 

curve and the probabilities sample, the regression analisys, the correlation measures, 

the dispersion, the dependency and the validity, and the normal methods of 

 

interpretation. To learn the standard practices in the analysis of data,  will increase the 

knowledge of the evident uses of the data for the measurement of different indicators 

that derive from the evaluation of budgets and analysis of expenses, evaluation of the 
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users necessities  and collection evaluation (Moya Anegón, Lopez Gijón, and García 

Caro 1996).  

 

          In general, all  studies seen on this subject, together with the results obtained in 

the study, take us to make a proposal of profiles and contents that should be 

contemplated in the syllabus of Library and Information Science from the mentioned 

interdisciplinal and integrating perspective, the profile would be a subjet of second cycle 

of 6 - 10 credits, with a 20% of practices and the following content: 

 

Collection Development and the new electronic environment  

 Acquisitions, budgets,  budgets distribution , expenses,  acquisition plans 

and distributors.  

 New suppliers.  

 Cooperation and interlibrarian loan. 

 Development policies.  

 Interpretation and valuation of  collection evaluation , studies of own and 

"remote" users. 

 Selection, exclusion and purge.  

 Decision making and professional communication Techniques. 

 Access together with property.  

 Preservation and conservation.  

 

          Finally, we have to state as  limitation of this work, that our analysis on the 

present state of education regarding  Collection Development in the international scope, 

has been an initial incursion in an important field  as it is Compared Librarianship, and 

from a perspective of emergent technological changes, as much in the used method, as 

in the content treated in this investigation. It is necessary, therefore, a major  

investigation, and more exhaustive, on one hand by consulting other indices of 

resources in the network,  for example the Web site: "Escolas de Biblioteconomía e 

Ciencia da InformaÇao 11" found in Brazil in the Web page of the Federal University of 

Santa Catarina (Florianópolis) that gathers connections to 28 Brazilian Universities that 

supply studies of Library and Information Science with three or five year undergraduate  
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degrees , which indicates us that Brazil is with difference of the rest of the Latin 

American countries the country where there are more institutions supplying this type of 

studies, it is peculiar to observe this proliferation simultaneously with a study recently 

made by teacher Francisco das Chagas de Souza 12, on higher studies and training of  

librarians in Brazil, in which it is indicated that the lowest ratio of students of higher 

education, in the region of Great Rio do Sul, is the one of LIS. On the other hand, a 

more exhaustive investigation, in which questionnaires by electronic mail, for teachers 

and responsible institutions are included, to be able to collect data of the maximum 

possible number of faculties of Library and Information Science with the intention to 

update and to extend our results, since, every day, it becomes more necessary to 

obtain  good models of programmes and educative courses on collection development 

and virtual library, with the intention of having  a greater connection among  

investigation, education, demands and environment necessities. 

 

 
 
_______________________________ 
 

11 Biblioteca Virtual nas áreas de Biblioteconomia e Ciência da Informação, Escolas e Cursos. 
URL:http://www.ced.ufsc.br/bibliote/virtual/escolas.html (12-99)  

12  Superior Educaçao, Sociedade and Formaçao de Bibliotecarios. 
URL:http://www.ced.ufsc.br/bibliote/dep/fcscv.htm  (12-99) 

 
_______________________________ 
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TABLE1: PORCENTAJE DE DISTRIBUCIÓN DE LOS ESTUDIOS DE BIBLIOTECONOMÍA  

 % Continentes  % Países/Continente 

África  5,43  

 Marruecos  0,45 8,33  

 Senegal  0,45 8,33  

 Sudáfrica  4,07 75  

 Túnez  0,45 8,33  

Asia  5,88  

 Corea del Sur  1,36 23,07  

 India  0,45 7,69  

 Japón  2,26 38,46  

 Malasia  0,45 7,69  

 Pakistán  0,45 7,69  

 Singapur  0,45 7,69  

 Taiwán  0,45 7,69  

Australia- Oceanía  4,52  

 Australia  4,07 90  

 Nueva Zelanda  0,45 10  

Europa  50,68  

 Alemania  7,69 15,17  

 Austria  1,36 2,67  

 Bélgica  1,36 2,67  

 Checoslovaquia  1,81 3,57  

 Croacia  0,45 0,89  

 Dinamarca  0,45 0,89  

 Eslovaquia  0,45 0,89  
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 España  5,88 11,6  

 Estonia  0,45 0,89  

 Finlandia  1,81 3,57  

 Francia  6,79 13,39  

 Grecia  0,45 0,89  

 Holanda  1,81 3,57  

 Hungría   1,81 3,57  

 Inglaterra   7,24 14,28  

 Irlanda   0,45 0,89  

 Islandia   0,45 0,89  

 Italia   0,45 0,89  

 Letonia13   0,45 0,89  

 Lituania   0,45 0,89  

 Noruega   0,90 1,78  

 Polonia   3,62 7,14  

 Suecia   2,71 5,35  

 Suiza   1,36 2,67  

Extremo Oriente  2,71   
 Israel   1,36 50  

 Turquía   1,36 50  

Norteamérica  25,79   
 Canadá   2,71 10,52  

 Estados Unidos   23,08 89,48  

Sudamérica  4,98   
 Argentina   0,45 9,09  

 Brasil   1,81 36,36  
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 Costa Rica   0,45 9,09  

 Méjico   0,90 18,18  

 Perú   0,45 9,09  

 Puerto Rico   0,90 18,18  

 
13 

Hay una error en la dirección que ofrece la Royal School of Library and Information Science Danesa, la dirección web correcta  
es: Faculty of Philology. Department of Library Science and Information of University of Latvia  
URL:http://www.ltn.lv/~sporane  

 TABLE 2: SELECCIÓN DE UNIVERSIDADES QUE OFERTAN LA ENSEÑANZA DEL DESARROLLO DE LA COLECCIÓN.  

 Institución  Título del curso  Departamento  Nivel  URL  

1  

ALEMANIA Humboldt-
Universität. Berlin.  

Bestandsaufbau; Deakquisition (16 Stunden) 
Bibliotheksbetriebslehre (36 Stunden)  

Institut für 
Bibliothekswissenschaft  

 http://www.ib.hu-berlin.de  

2  

AUSTRALIA Charles 
Sturt University   

INF414 Collection Management (8 c) INF414 Collection 
Development & Acquisitions (8 c)  

 

Diploma and master’s  

htttp://www.csu.edu.au 
htttp://www.csu.edu.au/faculty/sis/maslim/ 
maslim.htm  

3  

AUSTRALIA University of 
Technology, Sydney  

57008 Virtual Information Collections, Resources 
and Services (8 c)  

Department of 
Information Studies  

Graduate Level 
/Master  

http://www.uts.edu.au/fac/hss/Departments 
/DIS/index.html  

4  

AUSTRALIA Monash 
University   

IMS5016: Information resources: Acquisition and 
access (16c) MLIS: Managing Virtual Libraries  

School of Information 
Management & System  

Graduate level and 
master  

http://dlar.fcit.monash.edu.au/sims3.html  
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5  

BRASIL Universidade 
Federal de Minas Gerais 
Escola de 
Biblioteconomia  

Bibliotecas Digitais (3 c) 45 horas  Library Science  Doutorado/ Mestrado  http://www.eb.ufmg.br/ppgci/discipli2.htm  

6  BRASIL Universidade 
Federal de Santa 
Catarina. (Florianópolis)  

CIN5338 Organização de Bibliotecas CIN5340 Formação 
e Desenv de Coleções CIN5417  Usuário da informação  

C e n t r o   d e C i ê n c i 
a s d a E d u ca ç ã o 
Departamento de 
Ciência da Informação 

Dipl. Licen. y 
mestrado  

http://www.ced.ufsc.br/bibliote/  

7  BRASIL Universidade 
Federal do Rio Grande 
do Sul   

BIB01175 - Administração dos recursos da biblioteca (4 
créd) BIB01176 - Formação e desenvolvimento de 
coleções – (5 créd)  

Departamento de 
Biblioteconomia e 
Documentação  

Título de Bacharel em 
Biblioteconomia.  

http://www.ufrgs.br/fabico/matric1.html  

8  CANADA  675: Collection Development  Faculty Information &  Graduate  http://www.fims.uwo.ca/  

 University of Western  668: Information Media  
Media Studies  

Master’s and PhD   
 Ontario   520: Digital Libraries     
9  

COSTA RICA Universidad 
Nacional, Heredia  

Selección, Desarrollo y Acceso a Colecciones (4 créd)  Escuela de 
Bibliotecología 
Documentación e 
Información  

 http://una.ac.cr/bibl  

10  DINAMARCA Danmarks 
Biblioteksskole  

Collection development  The Royal School of 
Library and Information 
Science  

Degree and master  http://www.db.dk  

11  ESPAÑA  Estudio de usuarios (51-10400) 7 créditos  Departamento de  Licenciatura  http://www.uc3m.es/uc3m/dpto/BD/dpbd.ht  

 Universidad Carlos III. 
Madrid.   

Gestion de recursos en bibliotecas y unidades de 
información  

Biblioteconomía y 
Documentación  

 ml  

  (51-10414): gestion de la coleccion 6 créditos)     

12  ESPAÑA Universidad de 
Granada  

La biblioteca Electrónica (SGML Y XML) ( 3 créd). 
Estudios de Usuarios y Necesidades de Información (6 
créd) Bibliotecas de Centros de Enseñanza (4 créd)  

Facultad de 
Biblioteconomía y 
Documentación  

Doctorado 
Licenciatura 
Diplomatura  

http://www.fbds02.ugr.es/fbd  

  Gestión de Recursos Informativos en las Redes ( 5 
créd)  
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  Normas OSI para Bibliotecas (4 créd     
  Difusión y Uso de la Información Electrónica (4 créd)     
  Evaluación de Bibliotecas (4 créd.)     

13  ESPAÑA Universidad de 
Zaragoza  

17703 Biblioteconomía  Escuela Universitaria de 
Biblioteconomía y 
Documentación  

Diplomatura  http://www.jabato.unizar.es  

14  FINLANDIA University of 
Oulu  II PROFESSIONAL SKILLS 1: Management of 

Information Resources (13 credits) III PROFESSIONAL 
SKILLS 2: Administration,  

Deparment of 
Information Studies  

Basic and graduate  http://syy.oulu.fi/index_en.html  

  collection management and special services (13-15 
credits)  

   

15  FRANCIA Université de 
Lyon (ENSSIB)   

Politique documentaire, gestion des collections: 2250F  
De l'évaluation au développement des collections Stage 
C102 module 2:Elaborer un plan de développement des 
collections  

'Ecole Nationale 
Supérieure des Sciences 
de l'Information et des 
Bibliothèques  

a) Formación continua 
para profesionales b) 
Tercer Ciclo  

http://www.enssib.fr/Enssib/f_pratique.htm  

  b) Module documentation électronique (93 h.)     
16  FRANCIA  M2.2 : outils et méthodes de stockage, d'analyse, de  Maîtrise de Sciences de  Dipolme Maîtrise de  http://lorien.univ-ubs.fr  

 Université de Bretagne 
Sud..  

diffusion et de recherche de l'information (84h)   l’Information et de la 
Documentation  

deuxième cycle   

  M3.1 : réseaux locaux et publics, Internet (22h)     

17  
FRANCIA Université 
Paris I. Panthéon-
Sorbonne   

Maitrise des méthodes et technologies de stockage, 
d'analyse, de diffusion et de recherche d'information 54 
horas  

Maîtrise de sciences de 
l’Information et de la 
Documentation  

Diplomés de deuxième 
cycle  

http://panoramix.univ-paris1.fr/Sodip/  

  Relations aux usagers : moyens, méthodes, analices 30 
horas  

   

18  ITALIA University of 
Parma.  

Organizzazione informatica delle biblioteche : La 
biblioteca digitale  

Institute of Library 
Science and Paleography 

Postgraduato  http://www.aldus.unipr.it  

19  PERÚ Pontificia 
Universidad  BIB 243- Taller Editorial y Publicación Electrónica (3 

créd)  
Bibliotecología y Ciencia 
de la Información  

2º Ciclo 3º Ciclo  

http://www.pucp.edu.pe/unid/facul/human  

 Católica del Perú.  BIB -254 Administracion de unidades de informacion 
(3créd)  

 4º Ciclo   
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  BIB-236 Taller de organizacion y recuperacion de 
informacion (3 créd)  

   

20  PUERTO RICO 
Universidad de Puerto 
Rico.   

CBIB 6569: La biblioteca academica (3 créditos; CBIB 
6501, 6503, 6520, 6531, 6591). CBIB 6503: Desarrollo 
y Administración de Colecciones (3 créditos)  

Escuela Graduada de 
Bibliotecología y Ciencia 
de la Información  

Bachillerato en 
bibliotecologia y 
documentacion  con 
salida lateral de 
diplomado.  

http://upracd.upr.clu.edu:9090/~egcti  

21  SINGAPUR Nanyang 
Technologucal 
University.  

H6501 Information Users and Society H6524 Library 
Services for Children and Young Adults H6525 
Collection Development and Management  

School of Applied 
Science. Master of 
Science (Information 
Studies)  

Master  http://www.ntu.edu.sg/sas  

  H6527 Public Libraries     
  H6526 Digital Libraries     
  H6530 Electronic Commerce     
 
 

22  SUDÁFRICA TecniKon 
Pretoria University  

140200722 Library and Information Practice II (22 c):     
-Collection Management (4 c)       -Collection 
Development & Acquisitions (4 c)  

Tecnikon University  Graduate Level 
/Master  

http://www.techpta.az.za/academic/infoscie 
nces/departments/  

23  UK Loughborough 
University   

98ISP103 Collection management and library System 
(15 c) 99ISC038 Collection management (10 c) 
99ISP116 Advanced Internet and Digital Libraries (15 c) 

Department of 
Information Science  

1) Postgraduate 2) 
Undergraduate 3) 
Undergraduate &     
Master’s  

http://www.lboro.ac.uk/departments/dils/ 1) 
Collection management and library systems 
2) 99ISC038 Collection Management 3) 
99ISP116 Advanced Internet and Digital 
Libraries  

24  UK University of 
Aberystwyth   

IL30510 Collection management IL31910 The electronic 
library  

Department of 
Information and Library 
Studies  

Postgraduate  http://www.dil.aber.ac.uk/DILS/Schemes/joi 
nt_hon_inf&lib/Part2_Year2_99-
2000_only.htm  
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25  UK University College of 
London  

L.3-Collection management  School of Library, 
Archive & Information 
Studies  

MA / Diploma in 
Library & Information 
Studies  http://www.ucl.ac.uk/~uczcw03/ma/lis.htm 

#l3  

26  UK University of Shefield INF6420 Collection Management (15 credits) INF6440 
Electronic Publishing (15 credits) INF6350 Access to 
Information Resources (15 credits)  

Department of 
Information Studies   

1)Postgraduate: MA in 
Librarianship MSc in 
Information 
Management MSc in 
Information Systems 
MA in Library & 
Information 
Management  

http://www.shef.ac.uk  

27  
USA University of 
Pittsburgh  

Digital Libraries  Library & Information 
Science  

MLIS and Ph. D.  http://www.lis.pitt.edu/~diglib/  

28  
USA University of 
Alabama  Issues in Librarianship Digital Libraries  

School of Library and 
Information Studies  

Master and Ph. D.  http://www.slis.ua.edu  

  

LS 505-001 Collection Development LS 576-990 Special 
Collections  

   

29  
USA Virginia Tech  3004 - Digital Libraries – Syllabus CS6604 - Digital 

Libraries  

Computer Science   http://ei.cs.vt.edu/~dlib  
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30  USA Catholic University 
of America Washington  

1) LSC 742 – Library Automation and Project 
Management: Information technology in support of 
collection development and collection 2) CLSC 608, 
Introduction to Library Collection Development (5 créd)   
LSC 608 Collection Development (3 credit) 2) LSC 877 -
- Practical Digital Libraries    LSC 874 -- Practical Digital 
Libraries  

Library and Information 
Science  

1)Master of Science in 
Library Science 
Degree Program 2) 
Courses postgraduate  

http://www.campus.cua.edu/~barreau/pdl.h 
tm  

31  USA University of 
Michigan  

The Internet Public Library SI 504: "Social Systems and 
Collections" SI 504: "Social Systems and Collections" 12 
c. SI625 Collection Development  

Library & Information 
Science  

Master Graduate and 
postgraduate  

http://www.ipl.org/  

32  USA University of Iowa  021:268 Marketing: Promotion (1 s.h.) 021:226 Digital 
Libraries (2 s.h.) 021:224 Electronic Publishing (2 s.h)  

Library & Information 
Science  

Master and 
postgraduate  

http://www.uiowa.edu/~libsci/index.shtml  

33  USA Indiana University  Master of Library Science (M.L.S.): 36 créd. L576: 
Development and Use of Networked Digital Libraries 
L576--Digital Libraries (3 cr.) L528--Collection 
Development and Management (3 cr.)  

School of Library & 
Information Science  

Master of Library 
Science (M.L.S.) 
Master of Information 
Science (M.I.S.)   

http://www.slis.indiana.edu/Courses/L576fa 
98.html  

  The specialist in library and information science: L576 
Digital Libraries L520 (Park) - Bibliographic Access and 
Control L528 (Nisonger) - Collection Development and 
Management  

 post-master's 
degree Ph D  
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34  
USA University of 
California, Berkeley   

271. Quantitative Research Methods for Information 
Management. (3)  

Information Studies 
Science  

Graduate level  http://www.cs.berkeley.edu/~fccheong/cs2 
98-13.html  

  CS 294-3: Digital Documents     
  Digital library seminar     

35  USA Rutgers University, 
School of  

Digital Libraries (3 c) 194: 655 Measurement and 
Evaluation of Libraries SI625 Collection Development  

Communication, 
Information & Library 
Science  

Postgraduate  http://www.scils.rutgers.edu/special/tefko/6 
10594c.html  

36  USA University of North 
Carolina at Greensboro  

LIS 615- Collection Development (36 h) LIS 100 - 
Introduction to Electronic Information Resources 
(6credits)  

Department of Library 
and Information Studies 

Licenciatura y 
Postgraduado  

http://www.uncg.edu/lis  

  
LIS 640 - Organizing Library Collections. (3 cr)  

   

37  USA University of Illiinois 
at Urbana-Champaingn.  

433. Information Needs of Particular Communities 436. 
Use and Users of Information 444. Measurement and 
Evaluation of Library and Information Services  

Graduate School of 
Library and information 
science  

Graduate level and 
master and Ph. D.  

http://alexia.lis.uiuc.edu  

  447. Preservation of Library Materials     
  450. Advanced Problems in Library and Information 

Science: Section CD: Collection Development. 1 unit. 
(I)  

   

  437: Technical Services Functions     
  LIS 450 CD 2 Current Topics in Collection Development     

  LIS380, Information Organization and Access     
  LIS 450 PH1: Social Informatics of Digitial Libraries     

38  
USA University of Hawai  Master of Library & Information Science (42 h.) LIS 615 

Collection Development  

Library and Information 
Science Program  Master and Ph. D. And 

graduate  

http://www2.hawaii.edu/slis  
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TABLA 3: DISTRIBUCIÓN INTERNACIONAL DE MATERIAS POR PAÍSES  

PAÍSES  Collection 
development  Digital Library Relacionados  Total  

ALEMANIA  0  0  1,8 %  1,8 %  

AUSTRALIA  0,9 %  1,8 %  3,7 %  6,5 %  

BRASIL  1,8 %  0,9 %  2,7 %  5,5 %  

CANADA  0,9 %  0,9 %  0,9 %  2,7 %  

COSTA RICA  0,9 %  0  0,9 %  1,8 %  

DINAMARCA  0,9 %  0  0  0,9 %  

ESPAÑA  0  0,9 %  9,2 %  10,1 %  

FINLANDIA  1,8 %  0  1,8 %  3,7 %  

FRANCIA  1,8 %  0  4,6 %  6,5 %  

ITALIA  0  0,9 %  0  0,9 %  

PERU  0  0  2,7 %  2,7 %  

PUERTO RICO  0,9 %  0  0,9 %  1,8 %  

SINGAPUR  0,9 %  0,9 %  3,7 %  5,5 %  

SUDAFRICA  0,9 %  0  0,9 %  1,8 %  

UK  0  2,7 %  5,5 %  8,3 %  

USA  11, 1%  12,9 %  14, 8 %  38,9  

TOTAL  23,1 %  22,3 %  54,6 %  100 %  
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 TABLE 4:   SYLLABUS CONTENT (original language)  

Collections Development Evaluation  Acces and resources  Digital Library 

 
1. Desarrollo y Administración de 
Colecciones  
2. Selección, Desarrollo y Acceso a 
Colecciones  
3. Formação e desenvolvimento de 
coleções  
4. Politique documentaire, gestion des 
collections:  
5. De l'évaluation au développement 
des collections  
6. Elaborer un plan de développement 
des collections  
7. Introduction to Library Collection 
Development.  
8. Collection Development. 
9. Collection Development and 
Management  
10. Collection Management  

1. Measurement and Evaluation of 
Library and Information Services  
2. Quantitative Research Methods 
for Information Management  
3. Use and Users of Information  
4. Relations aux usagers : moyens, 
méthodes, analices  
5. Usuário da informação 
 6. Information Needs of Particular 
Communities  
7. Marketing: Promotion  

1. Access to Information Resources  
2. Réseaux locaux et publics, 
Internet  
3. Gestión de recursos de 
información en redes  
4. Taller de organizacion y 
recuperacion de informacion   
5. Information Organization and 
Access  
6. Difusión y Uso de la Información 
Electrónica  
7. Electronic Publishing  
8. Taller Editorial y Publicación 
Electrónica  
9. Electronic Comerse  

 1. Digital Libraries  
2. Advanced Internet and Digital Libraries 
3. The electronic library  
4. Virtual Information Collections, Resources 
and Services  
5. Managing Virtual Libraries 
6. Module documentation électronique  
7. La biblioteca Electrónica (SGML Y XML) 
8. Practical Digital Libraries 
9. Development and Use of Networked 
Digital Libraries  


